
Smart Fan
Building Instructions



Take out the wood boards you need.1 2

Pro tips
Use the sandpaper included to sand 
a smooth finish on the wood board 
before you start installing it.

Install the power module. Assemble the side boards.3



54 Bind the boards with rubber bands. Install Halocode.

Bind them using 
the rubber band.  

Location 1 

Location 2

Find Halocode you just 
took off Spinning Moire.

Fix it with a 
rubber band.

Fix it with a 
rubber band.



Install the servo.6 8 Combine the boards and hold them in place using rubber bands.

2 Place the servo 
on the board.

Thread the servo 
cable through the 
board.   

1

Hold the servo in place using the screw 
and stud.7

Tighten the stud.

Fix it with a 
rubber band.

Fix it with a 
rubber band.
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M3 *14mm
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9 Adjust the servo hub.

Turn the servo hub clockwise all 
the way down to the bottom.

Turn the servo hub's 
opening to the side of the 
servo with a ring mark. 

Assemble the boards and bind them with rubber bands.10

Location 2 

Location 1 

Follow the same 
steps to bind the 
rest 2 boards.

Bind them with 
the rubber band.



11 Install the motor and fix it with the rubber band. 

Bind the boards with 
the rubber band.

12 13Install the fan. Add the M4 adapter.



15 Insert a 10cm connection cable to the motor driver module.

20 cm

10 cm
Make sure the fan 
is on the left side.

Add the fan to the servo hub.14

The motor driver and the servo driver look like each 
other so make sure you choose the correct one. The 
motor driver has a white square port on it. 

Servo driverMotor driver



Use the M4 adapter to connect the motor 
driver to the board. 16

10 cm

20 cm

Connect the motor driver cable to the 
power module.17 18 Connect the motor cable to the 

motor driver module.
Insert two 10cm connection cables into the 
servo driver module.19



Insert the servo connection cable to the servo driver module. Attach the speaker to the servo driver module using the M4 adapter.20 21



Install the module on the board using the M4 adapter.22 Connect the cable above to the speaker.23



Connect the cable below to the power module.24 Connect the speaker to Halocode.25



Turn the board counterclockwise by 90 degrees. Good job! Smart Fan is ready. 26 27



Now, return to mBlock on your PC or iPad and program your project.

mBlock

https://hezi.makeblock.com

28




